
Why is it important to observe why government should not and does not exist? Perhaps it’s because it’s
a question not many actually consider. If we understand the nature of what government is and how it

affects the nature of people and the nature of the world, we can gain a greater grasp upon the nature of
our actions and their implications, what should we do to change the world? What can we do to create

order? Is it really only through always the lens of government and politicians? Surely, change
especially about truth must be more than that, no? Surely, we can indeed live without certain things we
may believe we need to live but don’t actually need; thus, we must learn from the very living existence
in government and how it affects our existence if we wish to live on, prosperous and in optimal peace.

144 Proofs Why Government Should Not & Does Not Exist

1. It’s existence inflicts natural learning with putting one’s opinion above another, controlled
educations); education is less individualized & personalized, not centered around families or

communities

2. It’s existence promotes less overall freedom, thus less morality, hence less order

3. It’s existence creates a great limit on knowledge, as by the nature of it’s existence (Occult)

4. It’s existence creates greater distraction upon the essentials in life (Including Aspects Of Nature)

5. It’s existence promotes The Hierarchical Pyramid (Special Super-Human-Like Privileges). It puts
some humans above other humans as if they are any more special or super-human when they are simply
a fellow human being like ourselves, relating to true equality. It puts folks being in positions that they

never would be in, in nature.

6. It’s existence Promotes Ignorance About Authority For Compliance To Authority

7. It’s existence Restricts Questioning The Mainstream Or Popular Narratives; there becomes an
abundance of answers given to those who answer to authority, rather than questions that must be asked
about it all; all the answers, including government, that is unnatural & propagated are at question when

nature is the answer

8. It’s existence thwarts Natural Problem Solving (Dependence On Government To Fix Problems; What
To Think) It tell us what to think with how to act, not so much how to think for how to act for

ourselves. We put our ability to change the world ourselves into others who can’t truly ever do it

9. It’s existence creates Diffusion From Actual Problems Present Or Problems Created By Existence In
Government

10. It puts perception (opinion, belief) above truth or as truth itself, thus also creating filters of truths



11. It pushes the people within the hierarchical pyramid to either left brain or right brain extremes; and
thus, with it, an increase in solipsism and imbalance or echo-chambers; thus a smaller worldview

12. Unnatural (Among law, money, religion etc.) & Promotes Man’s law, unaligned to Natural Law;
hence it encourages materialism and artificial creations leading to consumerism not of true fulfillment.
There also exists conflict when issued among peoples and rearranged as if to be the source (god) above

people, telling them what to do with their material possessions, including the ones issued

13. Does not align to truth being that it isn’t universal, eternal and it is created by man

14. If we learn from history with our consciousness to learn patterns, the reoccurring cycle of statism;
statism is of individuals who erroneously believe that there is such a thing as “Authority” vested in
certain human beings, magically giving them the “right to rule” over other people. This “Authority”
means that certain people, who we call “Government,” have the “moral right” to issue commands to

those whom they rule (those under their “jurisdiction”), and that their “subjects” (slaves) have a “moral
obligation” to obey the arbitrary dictates (“laws”) set by their Masters. Most simply put, an individual

who is partaking in statism, is someone who believes in the legitimacy of slavery, by it’s nature. 

15. We are capable of high-order thinking with the brain balanced neocortex, as to not fall to emotion

16. It plays and takes advantage on weakness, psychologically and physically, brain imbalances etc.

17. It dictates great power over all cultural and social happenings, away from the people themselves; ir
messes with the unique origins of people in the image of some glorious presumed “nation” that the

populace is presumed to be morally obligated to feel attached to out of mere belief and propaganda; it
will divide folks & displace peoples of the world & create more talks around man being god

18. It doesn’t consider morality, only legality and legality becomes the known morality

19. It becomes most people’s right-brain religion, to align left-brain free-will with man’s left-brain dogma

20. It puts the idea that human beings are innately faulty and need man-made created conditions

21. It emphasizes quantity through food, votes, filling positions; rather than quality of value

22. It resorts to and relies on propaganda institutions or media forms to convince and bandwagon

23. Writes fixated history-books & demonizes those who oppose the agenda or history or truth

24. It puts the illusion that the world is made by the self-presumed leaders, not by the masses

25. It puts the illusion that everything happens by law, but according to what laws man creates

26. It often focuses on the symptoms of problems and dwells on the past, not seeking the learning of
causality. We become stuck in the plane of effects where no change can take place.

27. It creates a lack of drive or care for what is happening in the world because of the illusion that it’s
all taken care of, there’s too much to worry about and that it is not one’s responsibility to care or that
there exists no real beneficial reason to care; hence a lack of creativity, thus inventions & innovation

28. It promotes a more talk, less action type of mindset where many focus to complain and report

29. It wastes our precious present time and attention and fun on anxious fear-based worry



30. It encourages only the mainstream forms of learning: repetitive schooling and mainstream media

31. It provides awards for & promotes obedience to authority, but not alignment to natural truth

32. It’s of negative natural law expression in being based on fear of violence to comply

33. It relies on & promotes confusion providing dependence symptom-based remedies created by man.
One becomes at conflict with themselves, also having to be of the set-standards put by the institutions.

34. It relies on & promotes control as opposed to freedom due to the nature of having Archons

35. It relies on & promotes chaos for divide & conquer and in problem-react-solution for more control;
chaos comes as a natural result of forms of slavery and violence, however much one claims it is order

36. It lessens social environments as folks don’t feel the need to work & gather about with one another;
culture and creativity comes naturally thereafter as the result for further prosperous destiny

37. It puts left vs right politics in place of right vs wrong moral behavior

38. It relies on & promotes violence, which is an immoral behavior that always violates ones rights, for
need of compliance to man made laws and self-presumed authority

39. It claims to create rights and take away rights, utilizing belief and a lack of knowledge for morality.
One does not have to give rights to others since they already exist under natural law.

40. It doesn’t teach their populace their own natural human rights because the nature of government
relies on the populace not knowing and thus not being able to say “no” and refuse authority. It refutes

higher teaching about the innate nature of people & their own natural rights. Government exists simply
because the populace doesn’t know their own rights enough to know they own themselves only.

41. It violates our property and often commits all forms of theft, hence violating our rights

42. It pushes taxation which is always theft due to it being involuntary and backed by threat of violence

43. It pushes prohibition and restriction from substances which is always immoral due to it being
involuntary and backed by threat of violence, choosing what one should do with their own body

44. It delays and makes it harder for folks to learn from their own karma and behavior, as they
introduce coping mechanisms and dependence mechanisms, ignorance and negative knowledge

45. It pushes special privileges through having certain material things or licenses or permits, to do acts
which are rights with or without those things and by permission from the ruler

46. It pushes the idea that the order-follower is morally obligated to order-follow the ruler just as the
ruler is morally obligated to rule the order-follower, regardless if it’s actually moral to do so

47. It often equates force with violence, leaving little reason for self-defense despite it being a right

48. It makes it harder to distinguish right from wrong or moral from immoral objectively in nature;
hence violation to rights or doing wrong-doing as forms of theft is encouraged in the populace; hence a

lack of common sense in deciding the actions to take in life and an increase in Moral Relativism or
disregarding the aspects that make up Natural Law



49. It punishes select immoral acts for certain individuals within the mass populace but give themselves
and their hired men the exception and under a different banner; this includes police forces & armies

50. It encourages the public to naturally permit wrong-doing due to the lack of self-responsibility

51. It doesn’t naturally encourage the non-aggression principle with the self-defense principle

52. It increases the risk of mass casualty that would never happen alone in nature, such as democide.
This would mean, without government, there is no manifested chaos and no wars to ever identify. There

exists no war when there is no government, world peace is optimized.

53. It discourages the knowledge and utilization of an individual’s self-ownership & property

54. It creates black markets and entices edgy-behavior and underground trading; not that these are
encouraged, they are often simply sprung out of a personal need of freedom in systems of control

55. It discourages free-will so that folks can make can their own decisions for themselves

56. It discourages both freedom and morality, thus humanity comes of tyranny and slavery

57. Man’s law makes Natural Law look useless, whereas it is actually the other way around

58. Man’s Law is based on opinion and moral relativism, trying to act as nature or god

59. It discourages true natural equality due to special privileges, everyone not having the same rights
requiring permission from others, man-created economics, hierarchical pyramids, man’s law not being
universal, choosing who gets to obey and who gets to rule etc.; thus real equality is never possible in
the existence of government, hence coming to terms with what is known as slavery. If all humans are

indeed free and equal, as these governments claim, then none should have the right to initiate the use of
violence against others. 

60. It seeks to make semi-truths imitative and appealing, as if it’s natural and the whole truth to the
mass populace who may not know better. Using manipulative images, words and other occult ideas.

61. It can easily be observed that government means mind control in Latin

62. It puts the idea in the masses that rulers care about their feelings & can actually sympathize

63. It pushes the idea of subjectivity to become truth & truth caring about one’s own feelings

64. It exists entirely based on a pyramid system for which the top relies on the bottom to exist, thus
thriving on varying degrees of darkness in inequality, ignorance, lack of knowledge, consciousness,

morality, freedom etc.

65. It grows in seeking to control every aspect of life, from the land to the people

66. It makes as if rulers have the right to rule when they never had the right to do so to begin with
under natural law; hence it is the belief in authority

67. It seeks to speak for god or natural rights and natural law, thus jurisdiction and justification

68. It pushes select certain information to the public and creates censorship around dissenting voices



69. It deflects from the one true divide which is between those who believe in government and those
who know the existence of government is detrimental to nature, human nature and existence; those who

say yes and don’t question the why compared to those who say no because they know to question the
why, they very well may know their own natural rights and the natural law; thus it is statism vs natural

human beings, not about race, creed or government wars of any kind

70. It pushes all folks who don’t believe in government as “anarchists” although they are simply human
beings who do not need any title, who want true freedom and the most sustainable condition for

humanity to prosper; anarchists in this sense must be defined correctly, as it stands for “an-archon”, no
rulers, not no rules, this definition itself has been twisted and many folks call themselves anarchists just
to cause chaos but with no actual grounding with freedom. We are simply human beings who recognize

and learn from nature; that’s why nature is the answer, not anarchy or government. Anarchy is
humanity’s natural state. Just as Government and Control are synonymous, so too are Anarchy and

Freedom. “Anarchism has but one infallible, unchangeable motto, ‘Freedom.’ Freedom to discover any
truth, freedom to develop, to live naturally and fully” - Lucy Parsons. “Anarchy is the true nature of all
things. Monarchy, democracy, communism, all useless forms to control the human mind. But a mind
cannot be controlled. It cannot be restrained. It has no boundaries. It has its will. Anarchy is the true

nature of all things” - Alex Battig.

71. It gives the idea that freedom, alike rights and property is always determined by the government
that is in place, with no mention or basis or question of it being in nature

72. It puts people in fear of the bad elements that are natural in nature but trivial compared to
government in nature, as freedom in nature isn’t nearly as bad as the negative expression of manifested

violence, slavery and democide from government. One aspect is chaos but it’s always a teacher, if
allowed to be taught. The chaos from government teaches us that we want more freedom away from

government, if we allow ourselves to teach ourselves and learn about the nature of government. When
we ask why this chaos happens, we come to understand nature as a whole. Folks have been duped into
believing in slavery as necessary in order to prevent chaos and it often results in even more chaos, as

slavery and violence is chaos.

73. It creates less imagination and human expression and possibility as it comes with less freedom,
which is inherent in the form of government, which always restricts freedom for the populace below

the hierarchical structure in some form, otherwise it wouldn’t exist. Thus, it also brings upon a lack of
passion, connection and purpose in being.

74. It helps give away the populace’s own responsibilities, to defend nature, their rights, their property

75. It puts fear in the mass populace about freedom, for the sake of excuse in security by way of
protection by authority, whose responsibility never was to truly defend your own property; this can

very well continue violence and slavery in it’s works

76. Folks would otherwise be more in control of their better tomorrow, achieving more of anything they
wish to bring into this world; it’s harder to picture this better tomorrow in a system without freedom,

hence the plane of casualty and the principle of mentalism



77. Following orders suppresses and discourages the use of human conscience for common sense in
choosing right and wrong actions for oneself. We base our actions on what is told of us to-do, not

thinking for ourselves. Following orders is never a valid excuse for carrying out a wrong-doing. One
should always take responsibility for carrying out the action, and is more to blame than the order-giver.

78. It pushes the idea that the blame on wrong action being carried out is on not the person who
actually carried it out, but the person who told that person to carry it out. If someone told you to jump

of a cliff, you must decide for yourself if that’s actually right to do, so not to do wrong; it is your
responsibility as the receiver, just as the mass populace is responsible for the way the whole world is,
not government as it does not exist, the mass people make up the world, they are the self-government

79. It makes it look as if people think they make up their own government, but by their simple language
folks refer to it as “their” or “my” government, but such can only be their own mind, as they own their
own property and control it; nobody can take that from them, self-government is the only government.

Parents are a natural authority, the self is a natural authority; government is but a foreign group. By
changing thyself & sharing such, individual change then manifests to collective change naturally.

80. It reduces the need and discourages the use of having principles to guide you in life, as folks allow
others to dictate their behaviors, thus there’s less value in principles and self-exploration

81. It encourages the psychology of self-loathing due to a lack of self-respect

82. It discourages the overall knowledge of natural law and it’s very existence, hence nature’s
existence; in a free world, natural law’s aspects are easier to learn & apply in our personal lives

83. It makes it harder to reclaim our own natural human rights as compliance makes it harder to say
“no” to authority and knowledge as well as care is required to say “no”

84. It associates numbers of people coming together as by government, for new government etc. It
reduces the worth and value of people coming together around a rooted natural cause, not one

necessarily to introduce anything new into existence, one that may very well have nothing to do with
politics or government, one that may simply remind us of who we are & the world we live in

85. It encourages folks telling others what to do, pushing their opinion on others, with no grounded root
to their beliefs if it’s not based on knowledge itself and people within will share information without

experience or greater understanding of the same information themselves; no human can be truth, none
can be god or nature, so why should one try to be, instead of work with it through constant education

86. It becomes hard for folks to admit that they were wrong, especially when investing a system
involving trust, guilt, pressure, confidence and expectations

87. It discourages the open speaking or conversation of unpleasant truths, thus therein exists emotional
mind control where one does not want to hear, see or speak of the truth and face that truth, of not just

accepting truth itself, but having to share it with others for a better world built in honest guidance

88. It creates an environment around truth as being edgy or underground or special or non-conformist,
but also fearful and dangerous, however powerful and awakening but hard to obtain or understand,
easily twisted, creating an illusion that it is only through singular outlets or that it’s everywhere and



thus, confusing; it’s a hot commodity that causes hostility among peoples but without government,
folks find more of the truth in nature for what it is and overall hostility and confusion becomes lessened

89. It creates a service to government and legality rather than a service to truth and morality, with use
of the same skills just allocated to a different force; this is also seen through police and military and

their great courage and dedication toward a cause. We think to defend our country, but we should
defend our humanity, the truth, nature; and we also think we should use violence, however education

frees the populace and allows self-defense to take place, it allows us to act wisely with conscience

90. It creates a continuous cycle of thinking that when government creates problems, a new
government must always be formed; it discourages apology of not getting to the root cause, resulting in

mass chaos, which is in and of the ignorance and statism of the masses

91. It creates an environment where folks just say “it is what it is”, that evils must be lived with even if
they are great and unnatural, growing to extremes of democide

92. It creates a collective-based environment where it is harder to feel at peace with oneself, being that
it may always be reported that something “big” is happening, making it seem as if the world is always

going hectic and insane

93. It feeds the idea that man makes their own problems & divisions, thus they are also able to
disintegrate from such problems & divisions if they learn from these mistakes, something for which

having a government will make it harder for the populace to do

94. It feeds the idea that humans can know everything and that one human being can be the answer,
regardless of the complexities present within nature and the dependency on the receiver

95. It discourages conversation between neighborhoods and communities coming together

96. It makes life less of a discovery & explore-based journey for the self to experience presently

97. It makes it harder for individual voices to be heard if it is constantly crowded out by what the
“government” or officials have to say about all matter that goes on; thus education around highlighting

a real issue may go ignored or deterred from

98. It creates an environment where history is not created by ourselves by the daily, it is created by
governments of the world & history is what select individuals have done in the past according to the

official books from the winners of each government-made war

99. It lessens the need for social and educative resources, as folks are often dependent on the
government for this information and to do all things concerning these subjects for artificial “order”

100. It will use the human desire to change the world to keep statism in it’s works by introducing new
candidates promising change, without any rooted understanding by natural law and without ensuring
the change is actually done for the right reasons by what is a right humans have to take; folks who

teach of such universal truths do not seek to govern, good folks don’t want to rule over their friends

101. Every revolution has proven the need for freedom out of government, the internal human desire to
be free and undisturbed by foreign elements; to learn why we keep having to revolt, we will never have



to revolt again if we prevent government from existing in the first place; to know natural law and not
be counter-intuitive by introducing our own law, our own rules over the rules existent & intended

102. Every man’s law is to mandate something otherwise it already exists in natural law, and whether
it’s good or bad at first sight doesn’t matter, because it is always bad since societal norms of any kind
go against nature, every being owns themselves and is not to be told how to truly live their own life.

Everything in the hands of government corrupts, as the nature of government itself doesn’t belong. No
slave can beg their master to be free or get a new master to be free, if a slave by the system’s nature.

103. It will use all resources it has available and ever introduced to such system, as a means for more
control over the populace shall it desire to do so in order to maintain their very existence. All folks

including those in government must be educated to help change the world, we are all humanity.

104. It creates an environment where survival isn’t considered, so that when survival conditions come
of need, folks are scrambled, confused, harmed and even more dependent on the government. Even

confusion about their presumed government is often desired by those in government, as long as statism
exists, to continue the cycle and thus keep the populace with their investment into the fake system.

105. It creates an environment where simple aspects of life go more overlooked and ignored, such as
love and family, if not in tedious amounts of unnecessary detail away from common sense to

complexify everything and hence result in mass confusion and further ignorance

106. It has greater control over technology and thus increasing all dangers potentially present in
society, as been warned by many folks as most dangerous. Technology centralized by select powers, in
hands of some but not all, is due to the lack of freedom; government may use technology against their

populace while speaking for their populace and our desires, for further control over everything

107. It often makes us fight with each other, among our own peoples, through the form of politics that
is required for government to seemingly exist, although it is simple conversation about who’s opinion

gets to be ruled over another and for many; it always results in semantics and continues the lack of
fulfillment in the populace, as they see politics as their only choice to saving & changing the world. It
may put the idea that humans corrupt politics & politics corrupts humans, with no question of nature;
humans CAN corrupt nature and denatured elements CAN corrupt humans, we have responsibility to

work with one another through reason of common sense by natural law morality in choosing behaviors;
a lack of morality or conscience does not call for a ruler, it asks for guidance in nature’s education

108. It equates voting as your voice, or some other means of participating in the existence of
government as if you are expressing your human nature, when only your voice can be your voice, and
such is only truly free in a world that allows it. Just alike, no military can protect your freedoms and

nobody can free you but you, through knowledge and application of nature.

109. It allows folks within such a system, if happy to be a part of it or if tricked into democracy, to
enslave themselves and their fellow people, so as to excuse slavery in it’s works by statism

110. It relies on involuntary interaction at it’s core for compliance as opposed to voluntary interaction



111. The very nature of it’s existence adds nothing positive to society, as it creates no real wealth or
virtue, relying on violence and the illusion of legitimacy on immoral actions; it isn’t required for life,

and if it helped life and nature, then it wouldn’t exist, it would be a part of using nature not an addition

112. It’s very existence ignores present truths about natural leaders as taught by the tao te ching, as
natural leaders would guide instead of rule, they would not utilize violence, they would treat with care

and not create any government, rather leading from below and creating community with education.
Anything natural is real, anything artificial is fake however often based on denaturing the real;

government is artificial but can’t even be properly identified, thus it’s existence is in mere belief

113. It monopolizes on the base chakras or desires and ambitions, not higher knowledge or wisdom,
thus manipulating on love and sex, a natural aspect of society turning extreme and denatured. Life is
perfect just the way it was intended and designed in nature, natural law is ingrained, lived always and
simply must be understood in order for actions to follow in alignment for a manifested desired reality.

114. It puts people in positions that they themselves may hate being in or know is wrong to be in, yet
still taking part of their acts out of obedience and fear; it is best to educate your fellow workspace and

disintegrate with others at once, showing others, to make a demonstration and stand for truth

115. It creates an environment where protests are fighting what they will become through fighting, with
false flags and staged attacks, agitated groups formed to create intentional controversy etc. Revolutions

will never truly free the populace, education will do it as the least-invasive & most impacting. 

116. It creates counter-opposition and counter-intelligence to purposefully create division with truths

117. It pushes population control, thus potential depopulation; humans should best optimize our living
with all one another and not seek to be nature in the messing with the natural process of life & death;

it’s of negative natural law expression through control & fear

118. It pushes eugenicist-type practices, including black-market-type harvesting & trading; although
it’ll be done without government, it’s agitated if promoted and done by those in self-presumed power; it

often pushes this practice due to modifying human beings for further dependence & control. It has a
great influence over sciences and may also push it upon the public, instead of the public themselves

119. It discourages small family business and farms, a greater variety of jobs and products & services

120. It uses global problems as a justification for widespread need of control; however these problems
are best left to nature & individual’s own free recommendations & direct public-shared education &
flow of information without censorship; actions will come naturally with the shared education, all as

best left voluntary so not to become counter-intuitive, reduce learning or cause other problems

121. It always capitalizes on health to the extreme to which it has the power to take over certain types
of medicine in dictating what one puts inside their own body, their property; this can result in mass

harm and the pharmaceutical companies directly funded or created with government have always made
many errors and crimes through history; family medicine and health institutions always come optimal

122. It always capitalizes on television and media-outlets, creating dependence on “news” sources that
are often alongside the narratives portrayed by the government, thus less family commercials and less
of the public directly in control of their own media and journalism; propaganda is lessened and media



is freed more into the hands of the public where it belongs, there is more desired & realistic influence;
less fake people, less robot-like acts and expectations created out of a lack of care for human nature

123. It will mess with traditions and determine new ones to push onto the public, often using them for
monopolizing along with wasting currency to hold big events that may not be truly favored, or further
used to push certain narratives and ideas; thus there is also an increase in occult-type symbolism and a
decrease in upholding the principled “myths” as we call it, that helped allegorically teach us lessons;

morality and freedom increase together, thus moral or helpful traditions will be naturally upheld,
especially intrigued with the increase in creativity, thus an increase in productivity & originality

124. It is the biggest source of potential waste, including the dumping of waste into the environments,
particularly through the government branches or agencies who may get away with their own created

crimes; thus, there is an increase in overall hypocrisy and fakery to be of a presumed “image”

125. It reduces community safety and increases response time to problematic occurrences due to the
dependence on folks minutes away, with a lack of need in responsibility for one’s own property or their
neighbor’s property; services can rather be directly funded by the people & for the people for optimal
safety and assurance as to what occurs and what does not occur, optimal freedom is with choice; needs
such as food, roads and more are easily done by people, including the same people doing it now; people

will have more choice of what to do with the fruits of their labor, it is rightfully their own

126. It creates large aggressors that would not exist in nature, and when such powers are disintegrated
from with demotion of statism and the promotion & integration of natural law & natural rights, folks
will come together to defend their homeland if they must and perhaps seek to educate those still stuck
in forms of government to awake them just as they’ve done for themselves; folks will come together
more around common causes, shall it be important to their own environment and world around them

127. It crowds out folks time and attention toward potential things that matter more and in their
personal life, otherwise known as spiritual currency, as folks are spending their time and attention on

external worldly problems and what happens in a foreign government for which they often have no part
or actual influence into; most wars and problems government gets involved with, the people of those so

called governments never wanted to get involved with originally; war is how control is established

128. By the very definition of law, it an existing condition which is binding and immutable meaning it
cannot be changed; any rule, not existing in the nature of things, or that is not permanent, universal and

inflexible by it’s application thus cannot be called law; it’s unnatural law. Theft is theft and wrong is
wrong, rights are rights & nature doesn’t change if it’s done by the name of “government”

129. It often embraces ego of pushing ideas on others & left-brain dominance ruling over others; it is
the biggest source of ego, as is the nature of the oppressive hierarchical pyramid

130. It hides potentially groundbreaking or whistle-blower-type evidence from the public about certain
events that have been speculated about or have not received the desired transparency for the public,

such as 9/11; this may also include hidden land in the Arctic and UFO-type documentation; there are so
few people in presumed “power”, and many millions of masses of people who can easily disintegrate



131. It supports an “unbiased” media and type of deliverance, however hindering the natural human
being that is inherently always in someway biased, however to know of their own rights so as not to do
harm; folks will listen and watch what they want to, it is freedom, a right they always have, and most

people always can connect more to that of the truest authenticity, when given the free choice

132. It does not exist just as countries & borders do not exist and man made laws as established earlier,
does not exist either, as it exists rather as an illusion-based belief, and beliefs as opinions is just what
these man-made laws and rules are, otherwise it would simply be of natural law and wouldn’t violate

natural rights; the dogmatic actions of individuals who have this belief may make it seem as if
government does exist, but thus is why only people exist, people in fitted uniforms through the use of
police, soldiers, politicians, prison guards, public school teachers and well-fare recipients. Such details

that the people who work for and benefit from the system, make up the system. What government
would we have if no one showed up on election day? Who would shake us down if no one paid up on

tax day? Who would propagandize our children if no one sent them to public schools? Who would fight
foreign wars if no one would be a soldier? If people stopped working for the government, the
government would cease to exist. If people stopped voting, if people stopped paying taxes, the

government would cease to exist. Police, soldiers, politicians, all other government workers and
welfare recipients, are the beneficiaries of the taxation as theft excused. They are people who, through

their actions, agree with, enable and enforce violence and coercion against their fellow man. One
should pursue an occupation with real integrity & find a way to earn money without stealing from

everyone, getting a job where customers pay voluntarily. It isn’t as easy as just forcing people to pay
your salaries, but it is the moral thing to do; thus the hypocrisy & immorality in government jobs

133. It contains millions of laws and legislation's on record in the United States alone, and under the
current official edict, ignorance of these laws is no excuse for disobeying. Therefore, all citizens are

legally bound, under threat of theft, kidnapping, and imprisonment, to read, remember, understand and
obey millions of ever-increasing laws or else! There grows to be millions of nit-picking restrictions. It

is stated that all we may need is Common Law courts which settle lawful disputes between two affected
parties regarding matters of injury, theft or breach of contract. That is all. No state agents, district

attorneys or police enforcing statues and codes, no maritime admiralty or other kangaroo courts. The
only disputes which require the kind of mediation provided by courts and judges are those between two
affected parties in the case of harm to one’s person or property, theft, or breach of contract – The holy

trinity of Common Law. Everything which requires court mediation falls within these three simple
categories, and anything beyond or outside of these categories are victimless “crimes” involving no

injured party and has no business being called “law.” By eliminating these millions of unnatural laws
and leaving only 3 would so drastically reduce the amount of court cases per district per year that they
could be run very cheaply in a voluntary society. Eliminating these millions of laws would also reduce
the amount of people in prison by over 90%. America currently houses 25% of the world’s prisoners

yet Americans themselves account for only 5% of the world population. Over 2 million in a population
of 300 million, meaning almost 1% of the entire U.S. population is currently living in cages! And over

90% of these for victimless crimes! Actually harmful crimes may go unpunished or ignored. Man-
Made Laws leave crime victims powerless to right their own wrongs the way they see fit, and instead
pay and empower unaffected people to enforce standardized punishments. Forgiveness should be an

option in this life. One has the responsibility to disobey when law is unjust and unnatural.

http://www.atlanteanconspiracy.com/2014/03/government-is-violence-and-slavery.html


134. It has taken nature away from nature, including the land. There is nowhere on Earth you can go
that isn’t controlled by a Statist government. Every piece of land has been divided up and claimed by
196 nations all of which are controlled by some form of forced governance. There is nowhere left on

Earth that sovereign, freedom-loving individuals can go live freely without a government forcing them
to pay taxes and obey laws. It makes sense to put on the illusion of freedom, if it is to commit theft;
thus it is also why we must be convinced it is necessary & for our own good. A simple way to know

government is immoral, is because it violates two fundamental moral axioms that every civilized
human being takes for granted. Number 1, the non-aggression principle, you do not initiate the use of
force against your fellow man, woman or child. Number 2, property rights, we own ourselves, we own

the effects of our actions. 

135. It is partaking in slavery as previously defined. If the definition of slavery is forcefully taking
100% of someone’s income, what is it called when governments forcefully take 60% of someone’s

income? Is that not slavery? What if they only take 30%, is that still slavery? We are taught in school
that slavery ended long ago and it is universally understood that slavery is immoral, but if governments

still are force-ably taking even 1% of their population’s income, that is still slavery, and even 1%
slavery is immoral as by natural law. With government, we must pay a percentage of our income. In
some countries like Thailand it’s around 30%, America like 40 to 50%, France is around 60%, not to

mention hundreds of other smaller mandatory taxes which raise these figures even higher! 

136. It creates the idea that there must exist some political strategy, and we must figure out what it is,
for the optimal human condition living in harmony with some form of government, however no Statist
system, be it Monarchy, Oligarchy, Communism, Democracy, Republic, or Dictatorship, none of them
respect the right of the individual to opt-out of being governed. The root problem festering within all

governments around the world is not the rife internal corruption or criminality, those are merely
symptoms and side-effects of Statism; the paramount problem with government is that its mandates are
mandatory, its compulsions are compulsory. Asking questions about who will build the roads without
government is akin to asking who will pick the cotton without slavery. “Governments and the military

purport to protect the public from enemies, and if there were no enemies they would have to invent
some, for the simple purpose of rationalizing their existence” - Laurance Labadie. “The political arena
leaves one no alternatives, one must be either a dunce or a rogue” -Emma Goldman. “If the individual
has a right to govern himself, all external government is tyranny. Hence the necessity of abolishing the
State” - Benjamin R. Tucker. “Democracy has proved only that the best way to gain power over people
is to assure the people that they are ruling themselves. Once they believe that, they make wonderfully
submissive slaves” - Joseph Sobran. “The most absurd apology for authority and law is that they serve

to diminish crime. Aside from the fact that the State is itself the greatest criminal, breaking every
written and natural law, stealing in the form of taxes, killing in the form of war and capital punishment,

it has come to an absolute standstill in coping with crime. It has failed utterly to destroy or even
minimize the horrible scourge of its own creation” - Emma Goldman. “Are not laws dangerous which

inhibit the passions? Compare the centuries of anarchy with those of the strongest legalism in any
country you like and you will see that it is only when the laws are silent that the greatest actions

appear” - Marquis de Sade. “There can be no such thing as “limited government,” because there is no
way to control an entity that in principle enjoys a monopoly of power” - Joseph Sobran. Trying to
improve government is largely a waste of time, as also quoted by H. L. Mencken & it is far more



realistic to rid of government in our lives actually than to limit it, as power embraces ego & we are to
know our rights fully.

137. It creates less productivity than the public themselves. Name one thing that governments provide,
that people couldn’t do better, easier, and more efficiently privately at the community level. Name one
reason why we all need to run this never-ending hamster wheel of government mandate and taxation.

Governments will mess with everyone’s incomes, often with every transaction.  

138. It often lacks principle, whereas Natural Law works through principle; principles describe reality,
they are knowledge that help you to make use of your world. Because of your intelligence, you

recognize principles in everything you do. Every true thing you learn is a principle. The movements of
your hands, which foods taste good, mathematics and empathy for a friend are all based on principles. 

139. It doesn’t seek the truth and transparency or honesty through simplicity; the complexities keep
people in confusion and dependence, which is why folks look to go to vacation in nature. Authority

offers two choices: obedience or death, as by violence.

140. It promotes political correctness as to control freedom of speech & denature the free human
expression that is considered controversial or fun & humorous; thus promoting limited thought &

limited choice, limited human nature; enthusiasm, excitement and dreams become crushed

141. It promotes collectivism over individualism in it’s nature, thus all is less personalization; the
language used for such helps to psychologically control you with an unnatural system

142. It will speak of outcasts or those who question the status quo as “crazy” or “nuts” or conspiracy
theorists; their rightfulness to question often comes due to the lack of transparency & trust in authority

143. It is the only true monopoly & cartel. As stated in the book “End of all evil” by Jeremy Locke: A
corporate monopoly is hailed as evil because it destroys consumer choice. Governments tell us that

monopolies force you to purchase a given product at a given price. The truth is that there is no force.
You have at least two alternate choices. First, don’t buy the product at all. Second, start your own group

to manufacture the product. Given the supposed evil of a monopoly, what solution do governments
offer? Government control. Government is the only true monopoly. You cannot choose whether or not
to buy their “services”. Opting out is called treason and tax evasion, and authority will come to your

door with guns. They will imprison or kill you. Government is the only true monopoly, and their
monopoly is a monopoly of violence. These are the people that we are taught to trust with authority

over our goods and services. Demonizing corporations as monopolistic follows the pattern of tyranny
precisely. Fabricate an enemy, and seize control. A cartel is when the forces in an economy band

together to preclude anyone else from entering a market. As with a monopoly, this is only possible with
government. Only government has the weapons and police to stop you from selling a product or

offering a service. There are cartels large and small all around the world. They normally focus on an
industry within a country. For example, a government agency that controls the sale of drugs and health
care operates a cartel. When licensing, government applications and fees become the barrier to entry in

a market, government effectively keeps the existing market in place and keeps you out. If you try to
operate in freedom, outside of the law, you will be jailed or killed. Many big businesses love cartels

because government becomes their partner in keeping competition away. The laws and regulations that



people are taught to agree to do not hurt big business. Big business are the only ones who can afford
the cost of regulation. Some people think they are sticking it to big business when they enact 'tough'

laws, but they are actually pawns of culture and they, themselves, are the ones who are hurt. Regulation
keeps big business big, and bankrupts everyone else. This is the nature of a government cartel. There

are no other cartels.

144. It doesn’t care about nature and all that is natural as it’s very existence undermines. It disconnects
us to such source for it comes of no consideration. Refer to unnatural vs natural video for more clarity.
And due to all the other listed factors, all of society effectively becomes more denatured & manifested

into the negative expression of fear, ignorance, control, confusion and chaos of natural law. Jeffery
Tucker stated “The human race thrives only because of the lack of control, not because of it. I’m saying
that we need ever more absence of control to make the world a more beautiful place. It is a paradox that

we must forever explain.” William Lloyd Garrison states: “We cannot acknowledge allegiance to any
human government. Our country is the world, our countrymen are all mankind” Humankind has infinite

potential that we may limit ourselves from.

As stated in the “End of all evil” by Jeremy Locke: Personal sovereignty is the end of evil. When every
person on earth will defend themselves and those they love. When evil cannot gain even a foothold
because all people are watching for it, and recognize that it seeks to destroy their value. This is the

exact opposite of perfect evil, in which every person is a slave and a master of slaves. Perfect liberty is
life, and in it there are no slaves and no masters of slaves. Perfect liberty is life. You are the key. To

teach the people of earth the value that they have within themselves you need only speak, and tell them
that every good thing is theirs to have. You need only tell them that the glory of liberty is real, and that

it belongs to them.

For more information on why government should not and does not exist, I would freely recommend a
very in-depth book speaking about all of this and any concerns called “the most dangerous

superstition” by Larken Rose; this is not a plug and this list was not fully based on the book, the book is
a resource that I’m simply sharing based on the topic, so consider it if you are new to this

understanding. Thank you for considering all these points. Our goal in life is to be happy and healthy. It
must be held optimal and sustainable, and it can only do so when nature is the answer. The better world

is totally possible and it is simple voluntary coexistence, simply living life undisturbed from foreign
influence; let us learn more on how we can free the world. Nita.one


